. .. As discussed in the introduction, it is far more important to have carefully sampled the surface with a large number of geometries to cover the whole configuration space necessary for scattering calculations than to have sought energy improvements beyond the present level. istics of the avoided crossing have totally vanished. This raises the question whether a diabatic or an adiabatic representation is appropriate for the study of pure inelastic transitions, i.e., when reactive and charge-transfer processes are excluded. We follow the reasoning 3 of Giese and Gentry and consider the system to be diabatic for large R~4 a ) and adiabatic for small R(~4 a ). 
For large R (w:.... 0) the asymptotic limit of the lower surface (ground state) is subtracted from the ground state, while for small R (w = 1) the asymptotic limit of the upper surface is subtracted. The function w(R) has been introduced to achieve a smooth change from the diabatic to the adiabatic region. . lower As the asymptotic potent1als V and
Vupper we take the first two roots of the CI calculations rather than the exact ones.
The interaction potential, Eq. (2), is shown in Fig. 1 They are given in Table I together 
where, due to the symmetry of the system, only even order Legendre polynomials contribute.
The fit potential viiT is defined for 0 E;; R E;; 4 a In order to achieve a smooth and continuous change from the fit region to the interpolation region, the following modification is introduced: (8) with the weighting functions defined by and w 1 ( 2 )(R) = 1/2 ± 1/2 cos(rr/2 R-rr) 
In order to achieve a potential surface which is continuous and smooth from the interpolation region, R ~ 8 a , to the perturbation theory The strongest test of both potential energy sur.face and scattering theory is provided by comparisons with angle-dependent experimental data. In Fig. 6 we show the probabilities for the vibrational transitions n = 0-+ 1,2, and 3, e.g.,
vs scattering angle e. Both the theoretical and the experimental results to be due to the lack of CI energies for these regions in its construction. .c.
_ R: cubic spline, equ. ( 6) r : cubic spline ~ y: ex pans. in legendre poly .
• equ. (7) 8~
._ Interpolation, V fXP:
~ R : inverse power series. equ. ( 11) r : cubic spline ~ y: expans. in legendre poly., equ. (7) 12~
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